Pgm Horse Name (Jockey) Wgt M/E PP Start 1/4 1/2 3/4 Str Fin Odds Comments
4 Bold Command (Quinones, Luis) 115 L b 4 9 8 1 Head 4 2 1 1/2 1/2 3/4 Neck 1/2 1 25.90 angled out, driving
10 Hold Your Thought (Pereira, Oswald) 115 LA bf 10 1 3 1 Head 2 1 4 3 3/4 3/4 1 Neck 3/4 3 7.00 wouldn't rate faltered
9 Mystic Hawk (Nguyen, Tho) 118 L b 9 6 7 1 Head 6 1/2 6 1/2 6 1/2 1 Neck 5/2 5 3.40* closed in belatedly
1 Flying Incognito (Rivera, Luis) 118 L b 1 5 3 5 5 2 7 6 2 3/4 4 2 6.60 bore out break, evenly
7 Great Merit (Whitney, Dana) 2 LA 3 3 3 1 3 3 5 1 1/2 1 1/2 1 Neck 3/4 3.80 followed pace no surge
8 Independent Act (Perez, Jr., John) 118 LA 8 4 2 2 2 1 3 2 5 1 1/2 2 7/8 1 1/2 1 Neck 3.90 got trip, leveled off
5 Foxboat (Wilson, Billy) 118 LA b 5 2 4 4 4 2 5 7 2 7/8 7/8 2 1/2 1 1/2 1 Neck 15.50 even, wore down
2 Immersed in Gold (Parker, Deshawn) 115 LA b 2 8 9 1 10 8 Head 8 8 8 2 3/4 3/4 10.70 crowded break, labored
6 Hup Two (Barria, Jesus) 115 LA b 6 7 6 1/2 8 1/2 10 9 9 9 9 1/2 1 1/2 1 Neck 25.40 always outrun
3 Major Jack (Walker, Pedro) 115 LA 3 10 10 9 1 9 10 10 10 5 65.20 squeezed break labored

Fractional Times: 21.87 45.91 1:09.79 1:35.81 Final Time: 1:39.86

Breeder: Hargus Sexton, Sandra Sexton & Mark Mullin. Winning Owner: Paul G. Overholt

1 Claimed Horse(s): Independent Act New Trainer: Dennis L. Waite New Owner: Delcor D. Waite

Claiming Prices: 4 - Bold Command: $5,000; 10 - Hold Your Thought: $5,000; 9 - Mystic Hawk: $5,000; 1 - Flying Incognito: $5,000; 7 - Great Merit: $5,000; 8 - Independent Act: $5,000; 5 - Foxboat: $5,000; 2 - Immersed in Gold: $5,000; 6 - Hup Two: $5,000; 3 - Major Jack: $5,000;

Total WPS Pool: $66,389

Footnotes
BOLD COMMAND squeezed back at the break was settled early, found stride leaving the far turn angling off the rail to blow by a tiring HOLD YOUR THOUGHT in the closing yards. HOLD YOUR THOUGHT broke sharply clearing the field into the opening turn, refused to rate despite hard restraint posting a brisk pace through the far turn, began to shorten stride a sixteenth out ceding weary in deep stretch. MYSTIC HAWK unhurried early would vary little under prompting through the far turn, swung to mid track found best stride in mid stretch closing in quickly a bit too late. FLYING INCOGNITO bore out jamming rivals at the break, raced evenly throughout mustering enough to improve through the lane. GREAT MERIT outrun to the early lead followed a quick pace to upper stretch finding little in drive at mid track. INDEPENDENT ACT well placed tracked HOLD YOUR THOUGHT close up on a quick pace through the far turn, looming there would level off under the whip in upper stretch. FOXBOAT raced evenly in second flight wearing down on the far turn. IMMERSED IN GOLD crowded by FLYING INCOGNITO at the break had a laboring journey. HUP TWO was always outrun. MAJOR JACK was squeezed back at the break struggling through.
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